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Brief about me
 PhD student in the dept of Biotechnology at IITH since Jan 2018.
 Part of the inter-IIT cricket team at IITH.

 Organised freshers’ day in my department this year.
 Directed and presented a drama on the research scholars’ day 2018. (If interested, can
watch it here: https://youtu.be/qXTrMBPMkRg)

 Helped other departments to organize events like celebration of teachers day in dept of
mechanical engineering.
 Volunteer for conducting class X chemistry experiments in rural schools as part of
“Fun with science” program.
 Discharged the responsibility of house captain during my UG and PG courses.
 I am friendly, easily approachable and available and a team player.

Common Research ScholarS’ GrievanceS…..
 Related to Conferences, Permissions and TA/DAs….
 Related to Journal Subscriptions….

 Related to Food, Cafeteria timings…..
 Related to Transportation facility and ease of availability….
 Related to Scholarships….
 Related to Study Rooms for research scholars, Net Connectivity….
 Related to Recreation Activities….

Agenda
 For PhD Students:
 Facilitating inter-departmental collaboration for interaction among PhD students.
 Getting more instruments under central instrumentation facility available for use by all.
Developing students grievance redressal mechanism to sort research related and financial issues.
Organization of seminar series for research scholars by qualified students, professional and/or faculty
about various techniques and research article writing.
Availability of foot-operable sanitizers and disposable 3-ply masks with the security person at building

entrance.
Organization of research scholars’ day: Organizing cultural events and games for PhD students and
acknowledging PhD scholars who’ve done exceptional work.
Maximum reimbursement of conference travel grant.

Agenda
 For PhD Students:

Simplifying the process of MoU signing at the student level for visiting another institute for
research work.
For Shed Labs:

Availability of foot-operable sanitizers and disposable 3-ply masks with the security person at the
gate.
 Monitoring cleanliness in washrooms and sanitization of door handles.

Procurement of vending machine and coffee machine.
 For Day Scholars:
Coordinating with the transport coordinator for late night bus availability and bus service to

Sangareddy.

“Vote for me. Your one vote is equal to
one step towards welfare of all.”

Thank You

“All happiness is based on small efforts. Small efforts lead to big

developments.”

